
Our trip to Andaman



We expected…
• Fun & Adventure
• Not much of exploring
• Focus on Scuba Diving
• Not very good staying arrangements
• Picnic
• Endemic species, snakes and insects
• Less resources
• A lot of studying
• Dirty area
• A lot of walking
• Unhygienic living conditions
• Tents
• Sea
• Leeches
• Bad food



The Preparation & The Journey

• Preparation:
– Documentation
– Orientation
– Personal Preparation

• The Journey:
– The experience
– Learning



At MCBT
• Cleaning of crocodile pit
• Meeting Spubbles
• Turbo The Terrible
• Exploring the Campus
• Night Walk



Taming the Reptile



At ANET

Activities Undertaken:
• Treasure Hunt
• Intertidal Walk
• Mangrove Walk
• Scuba Diving





Mangroves

Our mangrove walk was full of sightings of amazing 
little creatures. It was a beautiful experience and 
we enjoyed studying about the plants and animals 
while we had the opportunity to actually observe 
the creatures. 



Some of the creatures we saw were:
• Hermit crab
• Fiddler crab
• Mudskipper

Four important features of the mangroves:
• Filtration
• Nursery ground for baby fish
• Feeding ground for birds
• Barrier



Intertidal Walk



The intertidal zone in Andaman were very clean 
and well maintained. Our instructor, Sahir had 
a lot of information and did not hesitate to 
share it with us. 



Scuba Diving in the Indian Ocean!

Before we went into the sea we had a training session 
in a pool where they taught us all the exercises and 
what to do in case of an emergency. After that, we 
took a boat and went to a diving spot called 
Playground that was meant for amateur divers and was 
around 7 meters deep. 



Some creatures we met underwater:
1. Octopus
2. Parrot fish
3. Starfish
4. Surgeon fish
5. Sea cucumber
6. Puffer fish
7. Sea urchins
8. Crocodile fish
9. Sea crates

An amazing walk through a forest!



Interviews with a 
farmer and a 
fisherman



On to Ross Island



The Final Leg - Port Blair



Cellular Jail or Kalapani and a cell in it



• Academic:
– Different Ecosystems and Food Chains  
– Animal and Plant Interdependence
– Different zones of a beach
– Adaptations and Habitats of Various Creatures
– Endemic Species
– Endangered Species 
– Marine Life 

and lots more…
• Personal:

– Getting to know each other
– Responsibility for our actions and words
– Getting over our fears
– Learnt to interact with different kinds of people 



Academic:
Different Ecosystems and Food Chains  
Animal and Plant Interdependence
Different zones of a beach
Adaptations and Habitats of Various 
Creatures
Endemic Species
Endangered Species 
Marine Life 

and lots more…

Personal:
Getting to know each other
Responsibility for our actions and words
Getting over our fears
Learnt to interact with different kinds of 
people 

Learning Outcomes



 Thank You 


